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Joint Optimization of Deployment and Flight
Planning of Multi-UAVs for Long-distance Data

Collection from Large-scale IoT Devices
Yiying Zhang, Yue Huang, Chao Huang, Hailong Huang, and Anh-Tu Nguyen

Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) devices have been widely
deployed to build smart cities. How to efficiently collect data from
large-scale IoT devices is a valuable and challenging research
topic. Benefiting from agility, flexibility, and deployability, an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has great potential to be an
aerial base station. However, given the limited battery capacity,
the flight time of a UAV is limited. This paper focuses on using
multi-UAVs to execute long-distance data collection from large-
scale IoT devices. We design a multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale
IoT data collection system. The core facilities of this system are
the data center and charging stations, which are equipped with a
limited number of charging piles to provide charging services for
UAVs. To ensure the efficient operation of the system, the problem
of deployment and flight planning of UAVs is formulated as a joint
optimization problem. To solve the problem, a population-based
optimization algorithm with a three-layer structure, namely
EDDE-DPDE, is proposed. It includes two core components: elite-
driven differential evolution (EDDE) and differential evolution
with a dynamic population (DPDE), which are two variants of
differential evolution. Thanks to ideas of reusing elite individuals
and historical information, the proposed EDDE-DPDE shows an
improvement of at least 11.11% compared with four powerful
algorithms in terms of average travel time.

Index Terms—Data collection, Internet of Things, multi-UAVs,
flight planning, differential evolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, the concept of the smart city is put forward
to provide a comfortable life to citizens by fully utilizing

modern technology, such as super-computing systems, Internet
of Things (IoT), big data analysis, and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs). The major function of IoT in building smart
cities is to collect and send data with the assistance of internet-
connected devices [1]. For some stand-alone IoT devices, their
energy supply is constrained. Thus, the efficient usage of
limited energy is of great concern.
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UAVs can play many roles in building smart cities, such as
target monitoring, logistics distribution, topographic mapping,
and power line inspection [2]–[5]. In addition, a UAV can
also be regarded as an aerial base station to collect data from
IoT devices [6]–[8]. A lot of effort has been conducted for
improving the efficiency of using UAVs to collect data from
IoT devices [9]–[21]. However, they do not cover how to use
multi-UAVs simultaneously to carry out long-distance data
collection tasks for large-scale IoT devices. There are two
challenges associated with this topic:

• With the continuous advancement of smart city construc-
tion, it is a trend that large-scale IoT devices are deployed
in all aspects of the city. It is a promising approach
to deploy multi-UAVs to improve collection efficiency.
Specifically, multiple stop points are required for a UAV
to collect data from large-scale IoT devices. How to
determine the optimal number and locations of stop points
for a UAV is a challenge.

• In a real collection scenario, a UAV needs to fly from
a starting point to a destination point. Then, it executes
the collection task at the destination point, after which, it
returns to the starting point. Then, how to support long-
distance flights and design efficient flight planning (FP)
for multi-UAVs is another challenge.

Motivated by these challenges, this paper aims at solving
the joint optimization problem of deployment and FP for a
multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT data collection system.
This problem is to minimize the average travel time of all
UAVs to complete data collection. To solve the problem, a
new population-based optimization algorithm named EDDE-
DPDE is proposed. The main contributions are as follows:

• This paper builds a multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT
data collection system. It contains four core components:
a data center (DC), some UAVs, large-scale IoT devices,
and some charging stations (CSs). The DC performs
large-scale data processing tasks and provides daily main-
tenance and storage for UAVs. The DC and CSs are
equipped with a limited number of charging piles, which
form a charging service network (CSN) to support multi-
UAVs to execute long-distance data collection.

• A new population-based optimization algorithm, namely
EDDE-DPDE, is proposed to solve the above problem.
Two core components of EDDE-DPDE are elite-driven
differential evolution (EDDE) and differential evolution
with a dynamic population (DPDE). EDDE-DPDE has
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TABLE I: The summary of some key references.

Reference Deployment optimization Flight planning

[9] × ✓
[10] ✓ ×
[11] × ✓
[12] × ✓
[13] ✓ ×
[14] ✓ ×
[15] × ✓
[16] × ✓
[17] × ✓
[18] × ✓
[19] × ✓
[20] ✓ ✓
[21] ✓ ✓

a three-layer structure. EDDE is first used to search
the optimal FP that all UAVs fly from the DC to their
destination charging stations (DCSs). Then, DPDE is
employed to determine the optimal deployment of all
UAVs during data collection. Lastly, EDDE is applied
again to search the optimal FP that all UAVs fly from
their DCSs to the DC.

• This paper designs a new variant of differential evolution
(DE), namely EDDE, to determine the optimal FP for
all UAVs. The FP problem is converted into a large-
scale optimization problem with the help of the priority
sequence (PS) generated by a priority-based encoding
mechanism. The basic idea of EDDE is to enhance the
global search ability of DE by making full use of the
obtained best FP, which is reflected in three aspects: 1)
an elite archive used to save some promising individuals
is created, and a new mutation operator is designed by
reusing these promising individuals, 2) a new crossover
operator is introduced based on the obtained best PF, and
3) a local escape operator with random numbers produced
by opposition-based learning is presented, which is a
further optimization for the obtained best FP.

• This paper presents another variant of DE, namely DPDE,
to determine the optimal deployment of all UAVs during
data collection. The basic idea of DPDE is to adaptively
search the optimal number and locations of stop points
of UAVs, which is reflected in two aspects: 1) three
mutation strategies are designed by reusing historical
population information, and 2) a random crossover opera-
tor is designed based on random numbers with a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1.

• This paper simulates a realistic scenario of using multi-
UAVs to execute long-distance data collection tasks with
the multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT data collection
system. Specifically, the nearest center rule is made to
assign the data collection task and determine the DCS
for each UAV. The impact of EDDE and DPDE on the
performance of EDDE-DPDE is investigated by compar-
ing with four powerful algorithms.

The rest of this paper includes five sections. Related work is
introduced in Section II. Section III and Section IV present the
system model and problem formulation, respectively. Section
V describes the proposed algorithms. Experimental results are
discussed in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, using the UAV to collect data from IoT
devices has attracted the interest of many scholars as shown
in Table I. Wang et al. [9] propose a novel UAV-assisted IoT
network to provide energy-efficient data collection service.
Huang et al. [10] design a differential evolution with a variable
population size to optimize the deployment of a UAV in a
UAV-assisted IoT data collection system. Samir et al. [11] use
a UAV to collect data from time-constrained IoT devices. Hu
et al. [12] investigate the UAV-assisted wireless-powered IoT
system. Li et al. [13] employ an energy-constrained UAV to
collect data of IoT devices in a sparse IoT-sensor network.
Ghdiri et al. [14] adopt UAVs to collect data from time-
constrained sensor nodes. Liu et al. [15] aim at considering a
scenario of using UAVs to collect data from a dynamic IoT
network. Wang et al. [16] pay attention to employing UAVs
to collect data from distributed IoT nodes. In [17], a UAV-
assisted multicarrier wireless-powered communication model
is proposed for IoT scenarios. In [18], resource allocation and
trajectory design for UAV-assisted full-duplex IoT networks
with the emergency communication system are investigated.
In [19], a UAV-supported clustered non-orthogonal multiple
access system is designed for 6G-enabled IoT. The mentioned
references focus on improving the efficiency of data collection
by optimizing the deployment or FP of UAVs and do not
address the FP and deployment of UAVs at the same time.

In addition, although the FP and deployment problems of
UAVs are addressed simultaneously in [20], [21], they do
not cover large-scale IoT devices and long-distance flights
of UAVs. Specifically, the considered deployment and FP
problems have their characteristics:

• The deployment problem. Considering the large work-
load, multi-UAVs are employed. In addition, a UAV
needs to collect data at multiple stop points and add its
energy multiple times due to the heavy workload. Thus,
the considered deployment problem is to determine the
optimal number and locations of stop points for multi-
UAVs, which takes the least average travel time with the
guarantee of adding energy for multi-UAVs.

• The FP problem. The considered FP problem is to de-
termine the optimal FP for multi-UAVs that can take the
least average travel time on the round trip paths between
the DC and their DCSs. Note that, the distance between
the DC and their DCSs is usually out of their maximum
range. Thus, how to simultaneously support multi-UAVs
to carry out long-distance flights is the main challenge of
the considered FP problem.

The deployment and FP problems of UAVs can be regarded
as optimization problems. The superiority of population-based
metaheuristic algorithms on such problems has been proven
[9], [10], [21]–[23]. The basic idea of the population-based
metaheuristic algorithm is as follows. Each individual in the
population represents a solution to the solved problem. All
individuals share the obtained valuable information, which
generate the next generations by the defined iteration rules
inspired by natural phenomenon. The iteration rules have
two remarkable characteristics: 1) they consider both local
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(a) Stage 1: UAVs fly from the DC to their DCSs.
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(b) Stage 2: a UAV executes data collection.
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(c) Stage 3: UAVs fly from their DCSs to the DC.

Fig. 1. The operation of the built multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT data collection system (“connected line” is that the
connected two facilities are reachable; “charging line” is that a UAV returns to its DCS to recharge; “data collection line” is
that a UAV returns to the operating point for data collection).

search and global search, and 2) they refer to random numbers
that follow uniform distribution or normal distribution. Thus,
population-based metaheuristic algorithms have more chances
to find better solutions than numerical algorithms in solving
complex engineering problems [24].

At present, two main methods support the long-distance
flight of a UAV, which are the UAV-vehicle model and the
UAV-station model [25]. UAV-vehicle model is the cooperation
between the UAV and the vehicle. The vehicle can add the
energy of a UAV by replacing the battery or providing charging
service [26]. UAV-station model can add the energy of a
UAV by the deployed charging stations on the ground [25].
Given the uncertainty of the traffic, the UAV-station model
outperforms the UAV-vehicle model in terms of reliability.

Motivated by the mentioned research, this paper builds a
multi-UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT data collection system
based on the UAV-station model and designs a new population-
based metaheuristic algorithm based on the characteristics of
the considered deployment and FP problems.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

On the premise of being close to a real scenario, a multi-
UAVs-assisted large-scale IoT data collection system is built
as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a DC, some CSs, some
UAVs, and large-scale IoT devices. The DC plays two roles: 1)
processing the collected data, and 2) providing some services
to a UAV, such as charging and maintenance. The DC and
CSs are equipped with a limited number of charging piles to
provide charging services to UAVs, which are called nodes that
form a CSN to support long-distance flights of multi-UAVs.
A UAV is a platform for collecting data from IoT devices,
which has three working stages: 1) it flies from the DC to its
operating area with the help of CSN as shown in Fig. 1(a),
2) it executes collection task at its operating area as shown in
Fig. 1(b), and 3) it returns to the DC with the help of CSN
after completing its task as shown in Fig. 1(c).

We take UAV 1 in Fig. 1 as an example to describe the
operation of this system. In the first stage, UAV 1 flies from
the DC to DCS 1 with the help of CSN. DCS 1 is the closest
CS to the operating area of UAV 1 among all CSs. In the
second stage, UAV 1 executes the data collection task. During
data collection, UAV 1 can return to DCS 1 for charging. In
the third stage, UAV 1 flies from DCS 1 to the DC. Note that,
given the limited CSs, UAV 1 needs to compete with other
UAVs for charging resources, such as CS 5 in Fig. 1(a) and
CS 1 and CS 5 in Fig. 1(c). Clearly, as the number of UAVs

increases, UAV 1 will bear greater competitive pressure, which
also applies to other UAVs.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section first introduces preliminary knowledge. Then,
the considered deployment problem and FP problem are stated.
In addition, to convert the considered practical problems into
mathematical models, the following assumptions are made:

• All UAVs are identical, are fully charged at the DC and
do not collide with obstacles during the task.

• A UAV has three flight states: take-off, landing, and
normal flight. Specifically, a UAV flies between two
nodes in a straight line with a constant speed and altitude,
which takes off and lands vertically above the take-off
point and landing point, respectively.

• The factors on the energy consumption of a UAV involve
take-off, landing, charging, normal flight, and data col-
lection.

• The factors on the travel time of a UAV involve take-off,
landing, normal flight, charging, wait, and data collection.

• After a UAV establishes a communication link with an
IoT device, the communication link will not be disturbed
by other factors.

Remark 1. This work focuses on the high-level flight planning
problem of multiple UAVs rather than the low-level motion
control problem. So, this work does not present the UAV
kinematics and dynamics models. In the considered context, to
conduct a mission, a UAV normally takes off, does a level flight
to the destination and then lands. During these processes,
classic algorithms such as PID can easily achieve the expected
motion control.

A. Preliminary knowledge

This section introduces the charging function, distance re-
lationships between nodes and status chart of charging piles.

1) Charging function: A node in the CSN can provide
charging service to UAVs. A UAV is typically equipped
with series-connected lithium-ion polymer battery cells [27],
whose charging process follows a ”slow-fast-slow” curve [28].
Function (1) describes the charging process:

C =
C0

1 + exp(6− t/5)
, (1)

where C0 is the maximum energy capacity of a battery, C is
the residual energy of a battery, and t is charging time.
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Algorithm 1 Calculate Ti,j and tw,k,i

Input:
Ti,j , tv,k,i, tw,k,i, tw,k,i,j

Output:
tw,k,i, Ti,j

1: Initialize flag bit ft by ft = 0 and tw,k,i,j by tw,k,i,j = 0;
2: for j = 1 to nc do
3: if tv,k,i > te,i,j then
4: ft = 1, tw,k,i = 0, ts,i,j=tv,k,i, te,i,j = tv,k,i + tc,k,i;
5: Break;
6: else
7: tw,k,i,j = te,i,j − tv,k,i;
8: end if
9: end for

10: if ft == 0 then
11: Search the charging pile j∗ corresponding to the minimum wait time;

12: tw,k,i = tw,k,i,m, ts,i,j∗ = tv,k,i, te,i,j∗ = tv,k,i + tc,k,i + tw,k,i.
13: end if

2) Distance relationships between nodes: When the dis-
tance between two nodes in the CSN is beyond the maximum
range of a UAV, the UAV cannot fly between the two nodes.
Let nd, ns, and S denote the number of DC, the number of
CS, and the sequence of numbers of all nodes, respectively. S
can be expressed by:

S = [1, 2, . . . , nd, nd + 1, nd + 2, . . . , nd + ns]. (2)

Let nn and Dmax denote the total number of nodes in the CSN
and the maximum range of a UAV, respectively. If the distance
between two nodes is less than Dmax, the two nodes are
connected; otherwise, the two nodes are not connected. From
(2), the distance relationship among nodes can be expressed by
a 0-1 matrix with n rows and n columns, which is called the
connected matrix MCSN. Specifically, in MCSN, “0” denotes
that it is not reachable; “1” denotes that it is reachable.

3) Status chart of charging piles: Let nc denote the number
of charging piles at one node. When the number of UAVs
(which need to be charged) is larger than nc, some UAVs
need to wait until idle charging piles appear. This paper uses
a status chart to record the status of charging piles, which can
be described by:

Ti,j = [ts,i,j te,i,j ], i ∈ [1, nn], j ∈ [1, nc], (3)

where Ti,j , ts,i,j , and te,i,j are the occupied period, start time,
and end time of charging pile j at node i, respectively. Let
tv,k,i, tw,k,i, and tw,k,i,j denote the time of UAV k arriving at
node i, the wait time of UAV k at node i, and the wait time
of UAV k at the jth charging pile of node i, respectively. Ti,j

and tw,k,i can be computed by Algorithm 1. Here, k ∈ [1, nu]
and nu is the number of UAVs.

B. The FP problem

The considered FP of a UAV includes: 1) the UAV flies
from the DC to its DCS as shown in Fig. 1(a), and 2) the
UAV flies from its DCS to the DC as shown in Fig. 1(c).
According to Fig. 1, when a UAV flies from one node to
another, its FP can be seen as a sequence consisting of
some nodes. Let La = {La,1,La,2, . . . ,La,nu} and Lc =
{Lc,1,Lc,2, . . . ,Lc,nu} denote the flights of all UAVs in stage
1 and stage 3, respectively. Specifically, La,k and Lc,k are the

flight of UAV k in the stage 1 and stage 3, respectively. La,k
and Lc,k can be denoted by:

La,k = [La,k,1, La,k,2, . . . , La,k,la,k ], la,k ≥ 3, (4)

Lc,k = [Lc,k,1, Lc,k,2, . . . , Lc,k,lc,k ], lc,k ≥ 3, (5)

where la,k and lc,k are the lengths of La,k and Lc,k, respec-
tively.

The travel time consumed on La,k consists of four parts:
• Take-off and landing time ttol,k. From (4), UAV k takes

off la,k − 1 times and lands la,k − 1 times. Thus, ttol,k
can be obtained by:

ttol,k = ttl(la,k − 1), (6)

where ttl is the consumed total time by UAV k on taking
off once and landing once.

• Normal flight time tnf,k. Let v denote the constant speed
of UAV k on the normal flight. tnf,k is computed by:

tnf,k =

La,k−1∑
s=1

dLa,k,s,La,k,s+1

v
, (7)

where dLa,k,s,La,k,s+1
is the Euclidean distance between

node La,k,s and node La,k,s+1.
• Charging time tct,k. Let tk,La,k,h

denote the charging time
of UAV k at node La,k,h, where h is an integer between
1 and la,k. Let Cr,k,La,k,h

and Cn,k,La,k,h
are the rest

energy and required energy of UAV k at node La,k,h,
respectively. From (1), to get tk,La,k,h

, Cr,k,La,k,h
and

Cn,k,La,k,h
need to be computed. To improve the flight

efficiency, Cr,k,La,k,h
is the minimum energy that can

allow UAV k to fly from node La,k,h to node La,k,h+1. In
addition, the penalty energy Cp is introduced to prevent
a UAV from running out of energy. Thus, Cn,k,La,k,h

can
be achieved by:

Cp = ηC0, (8)

Cn,k,La,k,h
=

P0dLa,k,h,La,k,h+1

v
+ Ctl + Cp, (9)

Cn,k,La,k,h
= C0, if Cn,k,La,k,h

> C0, (10)

where η is the penalty factor that is set to 0.1 in this
paper, Ctl is the consumed total energy on take-off once
and landing once, and P0 is the rated power of UAV k.
Note that, (10) is to make Cn,k,La,k,h

obtained from (9)
not more than the maximum energy capacity of a UAV. To
compute Cr,k,La,k,h

, the real penalty energy Cnp,k,La,k,h
is

defined by:

Cnp,k,La,k,h
=

{
C0 − Cn,k,La,k,h

, if Cr,k,La,k,h
> C0;

Cp, if Cn,k,La,k,h
≤ C0.

(11)
According to (11), Cr,k,La,k,h

can be computed by:

Cr,k,La,k,h
=

{
C0 −

P0dLa,k,h,La,k,h+1

v − Ctl, if h = 2;
Cnp,k,La,k,h

, if h ∈ (2, la,k).
(12)

Let tct,k,La,k,h
denote the charging time of UAV k at

node La,k,h. tct,k,La,k,h
can be computed by substituting
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Cn,k,La,k,h
obtained from (8-10) and Cr,k,La,k,h

obtained
from (11-12) into (1)), which can be described by:

tct,k,La,k,h
= 5 ln(

C0

Cr,k,La,k,h

− 1)− 5 ln(
C0

Cn,k,La,k,h

− 1).

(13)
Thus, ttc,k can be expressed by:

tct,k =

La,k−1∑
h=2

tct,k,La,k,h
. (14)

• Wait time twt,k. From Algorithm 1, twt,k is obtained by:

twt,k =

La,k−1∑
h=2

tw,k,La,k,h
. (15)

Let tfdc,k and tfcd,k denote the travel time on La,k and Lc,k,
respectively. Based on (6), (7), (14), and (15), tfdc,k can be
computed by:

tfdc,k = ttl,k + tnf,k + tct,k + twt,k. (16)

Similarly, tfcd,k also can be obtained according to (1-16).

C. The deployment problem

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the consumed time on the deploy-
ment of UAV k is associated with two aspects:

1) Data collection time: Let nIoT,k denote the number of
IoT devices assigned to UAV k and (xi, yi, 0) denote the
location of IoT device i (i ∈ [1, nIoT,k]), where xi and yi
are the coordinate values in the x-axis and y-axis of the
location of IoT device i, respectively. Let nsp,k denote the
number of stop points of UAV k to complete the assigned
collection task and (Xk,j , Yk,j , Hk,j) denote the location of
stop point j (j ∈ [1, nsp,k]), where Xk,i and Yk,i, and Hk,i

are the coordinate values in the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of
the location of stop point j, respectively.

Like in [10], a binary variable cs,i,j is used to record the
connection status between IoT device i and stop point j. If
cs,i,j is equal to 0, the connection is closed; otherwise, the
connection is open. In addition, IoT device i sends its data to
the nearest stop point. So, cs,i,j can be written by:

cs,i,j =

{
1, if j = arg min dij

j∈1,2,...,nsp,k

, i ∈ [1, nIoT,k];

0, otherwise.
(17)

nsp,k∑
j=1

cs,i,j = 1, i ∈ [1, nIoT,k], (18)

nIoT,k∑
i=1

nsp,k∑
j=1

cs,i,j = nIoT,k, (19)

where di,j is the Euclidean distance between between IoT
device i and stop point j. (18) is to ensure that IoT device
i only sends data to UAV k once. (19) is to ensure that all IoT
devices can send data to UAV k. In addition, considering the
bandwidth, the number of IoT devices simultaneously sending
data to UAV k does not exceed nsd, which can be denoted by:

nIoT,k∑
i=1

cs,i,j ≤ nsd, j ∈ [1, nsp,k]. (20)

The channel modeling is same with that of [10]. In this
channel modeling, an IoT device sends its data to a UAV by a
wireless channel. The data rate Ri,j can be computed by [10]:

Rij = B log
1+

PiGij

δ2

2 = B log
1+

PiG0d
−2
ij

δ2

2 , (21)

where B is the system bandwidth, δ2 is the white Gaussian
noise power, Gi,j is the channel gain between UAV k at stop
point j and IoT device i, G0 is the channel power gain at the
reference distance d0 = 1m, and Pi is the transmitting power
between IoT device i and UAV k. Thus, when IoT device i
sends Di amount of data to UAV k at the stop point j, the
required transmission time ttt,i can be obtained by:

ttt,i =
Di

Rij
. (22)

Let tht,k,j and Cht,k,j denote the hover time and consumed
energy of UAV k at stop point j, respectively. According to
(20), tht,k,j and Cht,k,j can be represented by:

tht,k,j = max(ttt,i), i ∈ [1, nIoT,k], (23)

Cht,k,j = tht,k,jPhp, (24)

where Php is the hover power of UAV k.
2) Round-trip time: Looking at Fig. 1(b), UAV k needs

to return to its DCS to charge its battery during data col-
lection. Let Dcs,k, Lsp,k, T ht,k, Che,k, and tctt,k denote the
location of the DCS of UAV k, the set of locations of
all stop points of UAV k, the set of of the consumed
hover time at all stop points of UAV k, the set of of
the consumed hover energy at all stop points of UAV k,
and the travel time of UAV k during data collection, re-
spectively. Specifically, Lsp,k, T ht,k, and Che,k can be de-
noted by Lsp,k ={(Xk,1, Yk,1, Hk,1), (Xk,2, Yk,2, Hk,2), . . .,(
Xnsd,k , Ynsd,k , Hnsd,k

)
}, T ht,k = {tht,k,1, tht,k,2, . . . , tht,k,nsd},

and Cht,k = {Cht,k,1, Cht,k,2, . . . , Cht,k,nsd}, respectively. The
computing method of tctt,k is shown in Algorithm 2, which
is described as follows. Firstly, the distances between stop
points and the DCS of UAV k are obtained. Then, all stop
points are sorted in order from closest to farthest according
to the distances. Lastly, UAV k collects the data sequentially
according to the order of the sorted stop points. Once the
energy of UAV k cannot complete the collection task at the
next stop point, it will return to its DCS for charging.

D. Objective function

From the above description, the characteristics of the three
stages shown in Fig. 1 can be summarized as follows:

• In stage 1, a UAV flies from the DC to its DCS, whose
flight is constrained by its battery capability and a limited
number of charging piles (it needs to compete with other
UAVs for charging resources) at one node.

• In stage 2, a UAV needs to be recharged multiple times to
complete the data collection task at multiple stop points.
Therefore, once DCSs are identified, the impact of stage 1
on stage 2 includes: 1) stage 1 determines the start time of
stage 2 and 2) when multiple UAVs share the same DCS
and their flights determined in stage 1 consume similar
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travel time, they may need to compete with each other
for charging resources in stage 2.

• Stage 3 has the same characteristics as stage 1. Note that,
the travel time of a UAV in stage 1 and stage 2 directly
affects its travel time in stage 3.

Given these characteristics, the considered deployment and
FP problem can be seen as a three-layer optimization problem:

• The first layer is to determine the optimal FP of UAVs in
stage 1, which is measured by the average travel time of
all UAVs. Let L∗

a denote the optimal La. Let tadc denote
the average travel time of all UAVs in stage 1. To find
L∗

a , the objective function can be defined by:

Minimize tadc = f(La,k) =
1

nu

nu∑
k=1

tfdc,k, (25)

subject to
La,k ∈ MCSN, k ∈ [1, nu]. (26)

• The second layer determines the optimal deployment of
UAVs in stage 2, which aims to search for the optimal
average travel time of all UAVs. Let tact denote the
consumed average time, which can be defined by:

Minimize tact = f(Dcs,k,Lsp,k,T ht,k,Che,k)

=
1

nu

nu∑
k=1

tctt,k,
(27)

subject to (17), (18), (19), (20), and

Xmin,k,j ≤ Xk,j ≤ Xmax,k,j , j ∈ [1, nsp,k], (28)

Ymin,k,j ≤ Yk,j ≤ Ymax,k,j , j ∈ [1, nsp,k], (29)

Zmin,k,j ≤ Zk,j ≤ Zmax,k,j , j ∈ [1, nsp,k], (30)

where Xmin,k,j , Ymin,k,j , and Zmin,k,j are the lower limits
of the coordinate values of UAV k at stop point j in the
a-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively; Xmax,k,j , Ymax,k,j ,
and Zmax,k,j are the upper limits of the coordinate values
of UAV k at stop point j in the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis,
respectively.

• The third layer is to determine the optimal FP of all UAVs
in stage 3, which is measured by the average travel time
of all UAVs. Let L∗

c denote the optimal Lc. Let tacd
denote the average travel time of all UAVs in stage 3.
To find L∗

c , the objective function can be defined by:

Minimize tacd = f(Lc,k) =
1

nu

nu∑
k=1

tfcd,k, (31)

subject to
Lc,k ∈ MCSN, k ∈ [1, nu]. (32)

Let Tatt denote the average travel time of all UAVs in the
three stages. The considered problem can be formulated as:

Minimize Tatt = tadc + tact + tacd, (33)

subject to (17), (18), (19), (20), (26), (28), (29), (30), and (32).

Algorithm 2 Calculate tctt,k

Input:
Dcs,k , Lsp,k , T ht,k , and Che,k

Output:
tctt,k

1: Initialize tctt,k by tctt,k = 0;
2: Get Dspc,k (Euclidean distance between Dcs,k and Lsp,k);
3: Sort Dspc,k from small to large and get the index Id;
4: for i = 1 to nsd do
5: if i == 1 then
6: Csp,k,i = Che,Id,k,i

+
2Dspc,k,Id,i

P0

v
;

7: else
8: Get DI (Euclidean distance of Dspc,k,Id,i and Dspc,k,Id,i−1

);

9: Csp,k,i =
DIP0

v
+Che,k,Id,i +

Dspc,k,Id,i
P0

v
;

10: end if
11: end for
12: CR = C0;
13: for i = 1 to nsd do
14: CTR = CR − Csp,k,i;
15: if CTR < 0 then
16: CR = CR−

(Dspc,k,Id,i−1
+Dspc,k,Id,i

)P0

v
−Ctl+C0−Che,k,Id,i ;

17: Get charging time ttr from CR −
Dspc,k,Id,i−1

P0

v
to C0 by (13);

18: tctt,k = tctt,k +
Dspc,k,Id,i−1

v
+

Dspc,k,Id,i
v

+T ht,k,Id,i + ttl + ttr;
19: else
20: if i == 1 then
21: CR = CR −

Dspc,k,Id,i
P0

v
−Che,k,Id,i ;

22: tctt,k = tctt,k +
Dspc,k,Id,i

v
+ T ht,k,Id,i ;

23: else
24: Get DI (Euclidean distance of Dspc,k,Id,i and Dspc,k,Id,i−1

);
25: CR = CR − DIP0

v
−Che,k,Id,i ;

26: tctt,k = tctt,k + DI
v

+ T ht,k,Id,i .
27: end if
28: end if
29: end for

Algorithm 3 The method of constructing path by the PBEM

Input:
S (the priority sequence), V p (the set of nodes corresponding to the
constructed path), mN (the number of nodes in the network), ms (the
source node), md (the destination node)

Output:
V p

1: Initialize V p by V p = [ms] and update S by S(ms) = −∞;
2: for i = 1 to mN do
3: Select node mk that has the highest priority among the nodes having

direct links with node V p(i);
4: Update V p by V p = [V p mk] and S by S(mk) = −∞;
5: if mk == md then
6: Break.
7: end if
8: end for

V. METHODOLOGY

To solve (33), EDDE-DPDE is proposed. This section first
introduces DE and then EDDE-DPDE is presented.

A. DE

DE is a popular algorithm, which consists of three parts:
1) Mutation: The mutation operator aims at generating new

individuals, which can be expressed by:

vi = xa +Mf(xb − xc), i = 1, 2, . . . , np, (34)

where np is the population size, vi is the mutation vector
of individual i, Mf is the mutation factor, and xa, xb, xc
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Algorithm 4 The implementation of EDDE

Input:
np (population size), nu (the number of UAVs), nn (the number of nodes),
F fma (the flight schedule in stage 1), MCSN (the connected matrix), and
NIter1 (the maximum number of iterations in stage 1)

Output:
L∗

a and t∗adc
1: Initialize the population XDC by (41);
2: Compute La corresponding to each individual in the XDC by PBEM;
3: Evaluate each La by (1-16), and (25), MCSN, and F fma;
4: Find x∗

dc, L∗
a , and t∗adc;

5: Initialize XE by XE = x∗
dc and LE (the length of XE) by LE = 1;

6: for l = 1 to NIter1 do
7: Compute Mp by (38);
8: for j = 1 to np do
9: Initialize the flag bit fp by fp = 0;

10: Generate a, b, and c randomly;
11: Perform the mutation operator by (37);
12: Perform the crossover operator by (39);
13: Compute La corresponding to vi by PBEM;
14: Evaluate La by (1-16), and (25), MCSN, and F fma;
15: Perform the selection crossover by (36) and update fp (if vi is

better than Xdc,i, fp = 1);
16: Update x∗

dc, L∗
a , and t∗adc;

17: if fp == 1 then
18: if LE ≤ np then
19: Add vi to XE and update LE by LE = LE + 1;
20: else
21: Use vi to replace randomly an individual of XE;
22: end if
23: end if
24: Perform local escape operator by (1-16), (25), and (40);
25: Compute La corresponding to x∗

p by PBEM;
26: Evaluate La by (1-16), and (25), MCSN, and F fma;
27: Update x∗

dc, L∗
a , and t∗adc.

28: end for
29: end for

are three selected randomly individuals from the population
X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xnp}, where a, b, and c are three selected
integers randomly between 1 and np.

2) Crossover: The crossover operator is to generate the trial
vector zi of vi, which is represented by:

zi,j =

{
vi,j , if d ≤ Cf||j = e;
xi,j , otherwise, (35)

where zi,j is the jth variable of zi, vi,j is the jth variable
of vi, xi,j is the jth variable of individual i, d is a random
number between 0 and 1, Cf is the crossover factor, and e
is a random integer between 1 and np. In addition, j meets
j ∈ [1, D], where D is the number of variables.

3) Selection operator: The selection operator is to find a
better solution between zi and xi, which can be denoted by:

xi =

{
zi, if f(zi) ≤ f(xi);
xi, otherwise. (36)

B. The proposed EDDE-DPDE

EDDE-DPDE is based on the proposed EDDE and DPDE.
Next, the proposed EDDE and DPDE are first introduced.
Then, EDDE-DPDE is presented.

1) EDDE: EDDE is proposed to search L∗
a and L∗

c from
MCSN. To achieve this, this paper adopts a priority-based
encoding mechanism (PBEM) [29] as shown in Algorithm 3,
whose basic idea is to use a PS to generate a La,k or Lc,k. In
terms of population, each individual consists of nu modules

and each module denotes a PS (the length of a PS is equal
to the number of nodes in the CSN) of a UAV, which can
be expressed as follows: XDC = {Xdc,1,Xdc,2, . . . ,Xdc,np}
and Xdc,i = {xdc,i,1,xdc,i,2, . . . ,xdc,i,nu}, where XDC is a
population with np individuals, xdc,i,k(k ∈ [1, nu]) is the kth
module of individual i in the Xdc, and xdc,i,k,j(k ∈ [1, nu] and
j ∈ [1, nn]) is the jth element of the kth module of individual
i. Next, taking XDC as an example to introduce EDDE. EDDE
consists of three core components:

• Mutation operator driven by the elite archive. To improve
the directionality of the mutation, an elite archive XE is
created to save some promising individuals, whose length
is equal to ne. That is, XE = {Xe,1,Xe,2, . . . ,Xe,np}.
The designed mutation operator can be expressed by:

vi = Xe,a+φ1(Xdc,b−Xdc,c)+φ2(Xe,a−Mp), (37)

where φ1 and φ2 are two random numbers between 0
and 1 (φ1 and φ2 meet φ1 + φ2 = 1), and Mp is the
mean position of XDC. Mp is computed by:

Mp =
1

np

np∑
k=1

Xdc,i. (38)

From (37) and (38), the created elite archive can guide the
direction of mutation. In addition, the designed mutation
operator also can be seen as a random mutation operator
that uses random numbers to balance the local mutation
factor (the second term on the right of (37)) and the global
mutation factor (the third term on the right of (37)), which
can help to keep the population diversity.

• Enhanced crossover operator. An individual with a better
fitness value usually contains more valuable information
to search for the global optimal solution. To make full
use of the obtained best individual x∗

dc, an enhanced
crossover operator is introduced, which is expressed by:

zi,j =

 vi,j , if d ≤ 1/3;
x∗

dc,j , if d ≥ 2/3;
xdc,i,j , otherwise,

i ∈ [1, np], j ∈ [1, nunn].

(39)
From (39), vi,j , x∗

dc,j , and xdc,i,j have the same impor-
tance to the designed crossover operator, which does not
refer to Cf that can help to the stability of EDDE.

• Local escape operator. To increase the chance of EDDE
to escape from the local optima, a local escape operator
is designed, whose basic idea is to use random numbers
generated by opposition-based learning [30] to replace
some elements of some modules of x∗

dc. The local escape
operator can be expressed by:

x∗
dc,j,o = −x∗

dc,j,o, j ∈ [1, ⌈θnu⌉], o ∈ [1, ⌈ηnn⌉], (40)

where θ and η are two random numbers between 0 and
1, j and o are two integers.

Like [29], xdc,i,k,j meets xdc,i,k,j ∈ [−nn, nn] in using
PBEM to generate La,k. Specifically, XDC is initialized by:

xdc,i,k,j = 2nnµ− nn, (41)

where i ∈ [1, np], k ∈ [1, nu], j ∈ [1, nn], and µ is a random
number between 0 and 1. Algorithm 4 presents the computing
method to obtain L∗

a and t∗adc (the optimal tadc) by EDDE.
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Algorithm 5 Dynamic population mechanism

Input:
XD,k (the population of UAV k), nsp,k (the number of stop points of
UAV k), z (trail vector)

Output:
X∗

D,k (the optimal XD,k )
1: for l = i to nsp do
2: Get X ID by inserting randomly zi to XD,k;
3: Get XRD by using zi to replace randomly an element of XD,k;
4: Get XMD by removing randomly an element of XD,k;
5: Evaluate X ID, XRD, and XMD by (17-24) and Algorithm 2;
6: Update XD,k by choosing the best of X ID, XRD, and XMD;
7: end for
8: Get X∗

D,k by X∗
D,k=XD,k .

2) DPDE: DPDE is to compute the optimal number and
locations of stop points of UAV k to complete the assigned
data collection task. As done in [10], XD,k in DPDE denotes
an entire deployment of UAV k. XD,k can be expressed by
XD,k = {Xd,k,1,Xd,k,2, . . . ,Xd,k,nsp,k}, where Xd,k,i =
{(Xk,i, Yk,i, Hk,i)}, i ∈ [1, nsp,k]. DPDE includes three parts:

• Mutation operator based on the historical population. As
shown in (34), there is only a mutation strategy, which
does not help to keep the population diversity [31]. Given
this, a set of mutation operators with historical population
is designed, which can be written by:

vi =



Xd,k,a + ϕ1(Xd,k,b −Xd,k,c)+
ϕ2(Xd,k,i −M d), if κ ≤ 1

3 ,
Xd,k,a + ϕ1(Xh,k,g −Xd,k,c)+
ϕ2(Xd,k,i −M d), if κ ≤ 2

3 ,
Xd,k,a + ϕ1(Xh,k,g −Xh,k,r)+
ϕ2(Xd,k,i −M d), otherwise,

(42)

where a, b, and c are three random numbers that meet a,
b, and c ∈ [1, nsp,k], g and r are two random integers, ϕ1

and ϕ2 are two random numbers between 0 and 1 (ϕ1 and
ϕ2 meet ϕ1+ϕ2 = 1), M d is the mean position of XD,k,
Xh,k,g and Xh,k,r are the gth and the rth elements of
XH,k, respectively. Let nh,k denote the length of XH,k.
g and r meet g, r ∈ [1, nh,k]. M d can be computed by:

Md =
1

nsp,k

nsp,k∑
k=1

Xd,k,i. (43)

In (42), the three learning strategies have the same im-
portance and are assigned the same selected probability.
Like (37), (42) also can be seen as a random mutation
operator, which employs random numbers to balance the
local mutation factor (the second term on the right of
each mutation strategy) and the global mutation factor
(the third term on the right of each mutation strategy).
This can help to increase the population diversity.

• Random crossover operator. Using random numbers to
replace crossover factor is the basic idea of the designed
random crossover operator that can be expressed by:

zi,j =

{
vi,j , if d1 ≤ d2||j = e;
Xd,k,i,j , otherwise. (44)

• Dynamic population mechanism. To obtain the optimal
number and locations of UAV k, a dynamic population
mechanism [10] is employed, which consists of one insert

Algorithm 6 The implementation of DPDE

Input:
nu (the number of UAVs), MIter2 (the maximum number of iterations in
stage 2)

Output:
t∗act (the optimal tact)

1: for k = 1 to nu do
2: Initialize XD,k and XH,k by (28-30);
3: Evaluate XD,k by (17-24) and Algorithm 2;
4: Update X∗

D,k by X∗
D,k=XD,k;

5: for i = 1 to MIter2 do
6: Generate a random number ω between 0 and 1;
7: if ω ≤ 0.5 then
8: XH,k = XD,k;
9: end if

10: Update XH,k by randomly sorting the elements in the XH,k;
11: Perform the mutation operator by (42) and (43);
12: Perform the crossover operator by (44);
13: Update X∗

D,k by Algorithm 4;
14: end for
15: Get L∗

sp,k (the optimal Lsp,k) by X∗
D,k and then compute t∗ctt,k

(the optimal tctt,k) by (17-24) and Algorithm 2;
16: end for
17: Get t∗act by (27).

Algorithm 7 The implementation of EDDE-DPDE

Input:
np (population size), nu (the number of UAVs), nn (the number of nodes),
MCSN (the connected matrix), MIter1 (the maximum number of iterations
in stage 1), MIter2 (the maximum number of iterations in stage 2), F fma
(the flight schedule in stage 1), F fmd (the flight schedule in stage 3),
MIter3 (the maximum number of iterations in stage 3)

Output:
The optimal average travel time t∗att

1: Initialize t∗att by t∗att = +∞;
2: for l = i to MIter do
3: Get t∗adc by Algorithm 3;
4: Get t∗act by Algorithm 5;
5: Get t∗acd by Algorithm 3;
6: Compute tatt by (33);
7: if tatt ≤ t∗att then
8: t∗att = tatt.
9: end if

10: end for

operator, one remove operator, and one replace operator.
Algorithm 5 shows the flowchart of this mechanism.

In [10], nsp,k is initialized by nsp,k = nIoT,k. To accelerate
the convergence, nsp,k is initialized by nsp,k = 0.5nIoT,k. The
implementation of DPDE has been presented in Algorithm 6.

3) EDDE-DPDE: Algorithm 7 shows the implementation
of EDDE-DPDE. According to Algorithm 7, EDDE-DPDE has
a three-layer structure: 1) the first one (line 3 in Algorithm 7)
is to determine the optimal FP in stage 1, 2) the second one
(line 4 in Algorithm 7) is to determine the optimal deployment
in stage 2, and 3) the third one (line 5 in Algorithm 7) is to
determine the optimal FP in stage 3.

VI. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

A. Experiment Preparation

Fig. 2 shows the considered scenario of using multi-UAVs
for long-distance data collection from large-scale IoT devices
according to the geographic information of Hong Kong. The
considered scenario consists of a DC, 20 CSs, and a data
collection zone (which is surrounded by a black box). The
method of determining DCSs is as follows.
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Fig. 2. The considered scenario of using multi-UAVs for long-
distance data collection from large-scale IoT devices.
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Fig. 3. The divided data collection units.

The data collection zone can be described by four pairs
of longitude and latitude: (22.247781◦N, 114.162139◦E),
(22.24778◦N, 114.21976◦E), (22.27475◦N, 114.21976◦E),
and (22.27475◦N, 114.16214◦E). That is, the data collection
zone can be regarded as a rectangle with a length of 6 Km and
a width of 3 Km. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, the data
collection zone can be divided into 18 data collection units
(DCUs), and each DCU can be seen as a square with a side
length of 1 Km. Each DCU corresponds to a UAV, whose DCS
is the CS closest to the center of the DCU. Thus, 18 UAVs
are required, whose DCSs are listed in Table II.

In addition, the parameters of a UAV and IoT devices are
extracted from [10] and [25], which are as follows: C0 =
3.20 × 105J, Ctl = 1.25 × 104J, ttl = 50s, v = 4m/s, P0 =
300W, Lmax = 4.27Km, the number of IoT devices in each
DCU is set to 300, the amount of data of each IoT device is
between 500 MB and 1500 MB, G0 = −30dB, δ2 = −250dB,
nsd = 10, B = 1MHz, Php = 1000W, and Pi = 0.1W.

To verify the performance of EDDE-DPDE, it is compared
with DE-DEVIPS, BA-DEVIPS, PSO-DEVIPS, and JAYA-
DEVIPS as shown in Table III. In Table III, DE, bat algo-
rithm (BA) [32], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [33], and
Jaya algorithm (JAYA) [34] are four popular population-based
metaheuristic algorithms. Like DPDE, differential evolution
with a variable population size (DEPS) [10] is a also dynamic
population differential evolution. In addition, the population
size is set to 50 for EDDE, DE, BA, PSO, and JAYA. From
Algorithm 4, each individual in EDDE is evaluated twice in
one loop. To make a fair comparison, the maximum number
of iterations is set to 250 and 500 for EDDE and the compared
algorithms (i.e., DE, BA, PSO, and JAYA), respectively. The
maximum number of iterations of DPDE and DEPS is set to
8,000. Other parameters of the compared algorithms are from
the corresponding references. nc is set to 3 at each node and

TABLE II: The task scheduler of UAVs.

No. DCS No. DCS No. DCS
UAV 1 CS 11 UAV 7 CS 15 UAV 13 CS 19
UAV 2 CS 10 UAV 8 CS 14 UAV 14 CS 18
UAV 3 CS 10 UAV 9 CS 14 UAV 15 CS 18
UAV 4 CS 11 UAV 10 CS 15 UAV 16 CS 19
UAV 5 CS 11 UAV 11 CS 15 UAV 17 CS 19
UAV 6 CS 10 UAV 12 CS 14 UAV 18 CS 18

TABLE III: The structures of the applied algorithms.

Algorithm EDDE-DPDE DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS
Layer-1 EDDE DE BA PSO JAYA
Layer-2 DPDE DEVIPS DEVIPS DEVIPS DEVIPS
Layer-3 EDDE DE BA PSO JAYA

the number of independent runs for each algorithm is set to
30. Besides, the following quality indicators are employed:

• Value-based indicator. This indicator is to evaluate the so-
lution accuracy, which includes the best solution (BEST),
the mean solution (MEAN), the worst solution (WORST),
the standard deviation (STD), and the average improve-
ment rate (AIR). In terms of BEST, MEAN, and WORST,
the smaller the value, the higher the accuracy of the solu-
tion obtained by an algorithm. A smaller STD means that
an algorithm has stronger solution stability. Specifically,
BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD can be obtained by
the statistical results of 30 independent runs. In addition,
AIRAB (the AIR of Algorithm A relative to Algorithm B)
can be defined by:

AIRAB =
MB −MA

MA
× 100%, (45)

where MA and MB are the MEAN of Algorithm A and
Algorithm B, respectively. From (45), the larger the value
of AIRAB, the greater the advantage of Algorithm A over
Algorithm B. Tables IV-VII present the results of the
value-based indicators, and the best results are in bold.

• Significance-based indicator. This indicator is to deter-
mine whether there are significant differences between
the results obtained by the applied algorithms. To achieve
this, a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
a significance level α = 0.05 [35] has been conducted
for the mean results of 30 runs for each algorithm. The
results produced by Wilcoxon signed-rank test have been
displayed in Table VIII. In Table VIII, R+ is the sum of
positive rank, R− is the sum of negative rank, P is the
probability, and ‘+’ means the null hypothesis is rejected
(P ≤ 0.05) with 95% certainty (the results of EDDE-
DPDE and the compared algorithm have significant dif-
ferences, and EDDE-DPDE shows better performance).

• Rank-based indicator. This indicator is to rank all al-
gorithms. Friedman test [36] is a very powerful non-
parametric statistical test, which is often used to compare
the differences among algorithms [37], [38]. In this paper,
the mean results of the applied algorithms are subjected to
the Friedman test, and the Friedman mean rank (FMR) is
recorded. Specifically, an algorithm with a smaller FMR
means it has a better performance. The results of FMR
have been shown in Table IX.
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Fig. 4. 12 optimal flights from six UAVs obtained by EDDE-DPDE (the direction of the arrow is the movement direction of
the UAV between two nodes).

TABLE IV: The statistical results of average travel time from
30 independent runs (the unit is seconds).

Indicator DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS EDDE-DPDE

BEST 40932.72 42652.12 42912.45 42587.22 38083.76
MEAN 44737.83 46577.89 46583.57 46115.18 40265.08
WORST 47568.01 50585.71 51197.28 50809.4 42427.76
STD 1641.803 2136.288 2126.387 2134.692 1134.90
AIR 11.11% 15.68% 15.69% 14.53% −

TABLE V: The statistical results of average waiting time from
30 independent runs (the unit is seconds).

Indicator DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS EDDE-DPDE

BEST 1064.42 1442.26 1147.91 1201.17 1083.79
MEAN 1808.08 2002.03 1721.78 1780.47 1381.87
WORST 2717.99 2763.24 2488.08 2654.08 1775.76
STD 395.86 376.41 370.45 357.14 161.64
AIR 30.84% 44.88% 24.59% 28.84% −

B. Case 1: comparison on average travel time

Average travel time is the consumed average time by all
UAVs to complete the task. Clearly, the smaller the consumed
average travel time, the more efficient the algorithm.

The statistical results of average travel time obtained by
five algorithms have been presented in Table IV. By observing
Table IV, EDDE-DPDE is the best of all algorithms in terms of
BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD, which means that EDDE-
DPDE shows stronger global search ability and stability. DE-
DEPS also can provide a competitive solution, which achieves

TABLE VI: The statistical results of average charging time
from 30 independent runs (the unit is seconds).

Indicator DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS EDDE-DPDE

BEST 23139.60 23970.37 24122.31 23882.87 21580.08
MEAN 25411.36 26414.71 26488.58 26193.71 23748.68
WORST 27188.22 28897.30 29255.35 29312.66 2441.39
STD 1017.73 1263.38 1246.43 1308.29 717.72
AIR 7.00% 11.23% 11.54% 10.29% −

TABLE VII: The statistical results of average straight flight
time from 30 independent runs (the unit is seconds).

Indicator DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS EDDE-DPDE

BEST 5484.75 5484.87 5485.67 5485.44 5269.16
MEAN 5848.37 5848.98 5849.14 5848.95 5629.52
WORST 6249.64 6250.62 6251.02 6251.01 6033.56
STD 855.74 856.31 856.25 856.52 830.26
AIR 3.89% 3.90% 3.90% 3.90% −

the second best BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD. PSO-
DEPS is the worst of all algorithms in terms of BEST,
MEAN, and WORST. Specifically, in terms of AIR, EDDE-
DPDE is better than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and
JAYA-DEPS by 11.11%, 15.68%, 15.69%, and 14.53%, re-
spectively. This indicates that EDDE-DPDE can provide a
more efficient solution to the considered joint optimization
problem compared with DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS,
and JAYA-DEPS. In addition, as shown in the fourth row of
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Table VIII, the test results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
also support that EDDE-DPDE outperforms DE-DEPS, JAYA-
DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and BA-DEPS. According to the obtained
FMR in the second row of Table IX, all the applied algorithms
can be sorted in the following order (from best to worst):
EDDE-DPDE, DE-DEPS, JAYA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and BA-
DEPS. EDDE-DPDE is the best of all algorithms. Besides,
Fig. 4 presents 12 optimal flights from six UAVs that EDDE-
DPDE searches from all candidate flights under the premise of
consuming the least average travel time. By observing Fig. 4,
the optimal flights of six UAVs obtained by EDDE-DPDE in
stage 1 and stage 3 are not much different, which can be
explained as follows:

• In stage 1, UAVs fly from the DC to six CSs at the same
time and starting point. Thus, although UAVs fly towards
six CSs, UAVs will face great competitive pressure for
charging resources in the early stage of the flight.

• In stage 3, UAVs fly toward the DC. Note that, there is
a certain time interval for the departure time of UAVs
in stage 3 due to the spent different times by each UAV
in stage 1 and stage 2, which can help to reduce the
competitive pressure of UAVs for charging resources.

• The considered objective function focuses on the average
travel time of all UAVs rather than a single UAV.

The above discussion supports the superiority of EDDE-
DPDE in solving the considered joint optimization problem
and the effectiveness of the improved strategies.

C. Case 2: comparison on average waiting time

Average waiting time is the consumed average time by all
UAVs waiting for charging in the process of executing the
task. Specifically, an efficient algorithm should reduce the
consumed average waiting time as much as possible on the
premise of completing the task.

Table V shows the statistical results of the average waiting
time achieved by five algorithms. Looking at Table V, al-
though DE-DEPS can get the optimal BEST, DE-DEPS cannot
compete with EDDE-DPDE on MEAN, WORST, and STD.
DE-DEPS and EDDE-DPDE can achieve similar solutions on
BEST. Note that, DE-DEPS is the worst of all algorithms
in terms of STD, which means the stability of DE-DEPS is
the worst of all algorithms. In addition, EDDE-DPDE shows
significant advantages over BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-
DEPS on BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD. Specifically,
according to AIR, EDDE is better than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS,
PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS by 30.84%, 44.88%, 24.59%,
and 28.84%, respectively. That is, EDDE-DEPS is significantly
superior to DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-
DEPS in terms of saving the average waiting time. Besides,
according to the fifth row of Table VIII, the test results from
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test also prove that the compared
algorithms are inferior to EDDE-DPDE. In terms of the
obtained FMR presented in the third row of Table IX, all
the applied algorithms can be sorted in the following order
(from best to worst): EDDE-DPDE, PSO-DEPS, JAYA-DEPS,
DE-DEPS, and BA-DEPS. EDDE-DPDE is the best of all
algorithms.

From the above discussion, EDDE-DPDE shows obvious
comprehensive advantages over DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-
DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS in terms of reducing average waiting
time. This advantage is very helpful for EDDE-DPDE to be
used for determining the flight planning of a UAV to execute
a long-distance flight task under the UAV-station model.

D. Case 3: comparison on average charging time

Average charging time is the consumed average time by
all UAVs charging in the process of executing the task. An
efficient algorithm should reduce average charging time as
much as possible on the premise of completing the task.

Table VI presents the statistical results of average charging
time from five algorithms. From Table VI, EDDE-DPDE can
get the optimal BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD, which
means EDDE-DPDE outperforms DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-
DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS in terms of global search ability
and stability. DE-DEPS also shows excellent performance,
which is second only to EDDE-DPDE in terms of BEST,
MEAN, WORST, and STD. According to AIR, EDDE-DPDE
is better than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-
DEPS by 7.00%, 11.23%, 11.54%, and 10.29%, respectively.
In addition, looking at the sixth row of Table VIII, the test
results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test determine that EDDE-
DPDE can provide better solutions than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS,
PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS. According to the obtained FMR
shown in the fourth row of Table IX, all the applied algorithms
can be sorted in the following order (from best to worst):
EDDE-DPDE, DE-DEPS, JAYA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and BA-
DEPS. EDDE-DPDE is the best of all algorithms.

When the UAV-station model is employed to add the energy
of a UAV, charging time will take up a large proportion of
the total travel time. As discussed above, EDDE-DPDE shows
obvious advantages over the compared algorithms in terms of
saving the charging time, which proves the great potential of
EDDE-DPDE to be applied to determine the flight planning
of a UAV to carry out a long-distance flight task under the
UAV-station model.

E. Case 4: comparison on average straight flight time

Average straight flight time is the consumed average time
by all UAVs on the straight flight during the task. An efficient
algorithm should reduce average straight flight time as much
as possible on the premise of completing the task.

The statistical results of average straight flight time from
five algorithms have been shown in Table VII. As presented
in Table VII, in terms of BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD,
EDDE-DPDE is the best of all algorithms, which proves
its excellent global search ability and stability. DE-DEPS
shows slight advantages over BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and
JAYA-DEPS on BEST, MEAN, WORST, and STD. From
AIR, EDDE-DPDE is better than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-
DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS by 3.89%, 3.90%, 3.90%, and 3.90%,
respectively. In addition, as displayed in the seventh row of
Table VIII, the test results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
support that DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-DEPS, and JAYA-
DEPS cannot compete with EDDE-DPDE. According to the
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TABLE VIII: The results of Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

No.
EDDE-DPDE vs.

DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS

R+ R− P R+ R− P R+ R− P R+ R− P
Case 1 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+

Case 2 453 12 5.75E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 432 33 4.07E − 5+ 450 15 7.69E − 6+

Case 3 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+

Case 4 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+ 465 0 1.73E − 6+

TABLE IX: The obtained FMR by executing Friedman test.

No. DE-DEPS BA-DEPS PSO-DEPS JAYA-DEPS EDDE-DPDE

Case 1 2.20 4.20 4.00 3.60 1.00
Case 2 3.37 4.13 2.87 3.17 1.47
Case 3 2.23 4.27 4.07 3.43 1.00
Case 4 2.33 3.90 4.10 3.67 1.00

obtained FMR listed in the fifth row of Table IX, all algorithms
can be sorted in the following order (from best to worst):
EDDE-DPDE, DE-DEPS, JAYA-DEPS, BA-DEPS, and PSO-
DEPS. That is, EDDE-DPDE is the best of all algorithms.

Like charging time, the straight flight time also takes up a
large proportion of the total travel time under the UAV-station
model. From the above discussion, EDDE-DPDE shows better
comprehensive performance than DE-DEPS, BA-DEPS, PSO-
DEPS, and JAYA-DEPS in terms of reducing the average
straight flight time. This supports the superiority of EDDE-
DPDE in determining the flight planning of a UAV to execute
a long-distance flight task under the UAV-station model.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to use multi-UAVs to collect data from
large-scale IoT devices. We design a multi-UAVs-assisted
large-scale IoT data collection system that can support long-
distance data collection. To make the system work efficiently, a
new population-based optimization algorithm, namely EDDE-
DPDE, is reported to solve the joint optimization problem
of FP and deployment for multi-UAVs. EDDE-DPDE has a
three-layer structure. The first and third layers are EDDE,
which is to determine the optimal FP of multi-UAVs between
the DC and their DCSs. The second layer is DPDE, which
is to optimize the deployment of multi-UAVs in the data
collection zone. The EDDE is based on three improved strate-
gies: mutation operator driven by the created elite archive,
enhanced crossover operator, and local escape operator. The
DPDE is based on two improved strategies: mutation operator
with historical population and random crossover operator. To
investigate the performance of EDDE-DPDE, a data collection
scenario based on real geographic information is designed.
Numerical results demonstrate that EDDE-DPDE shows an
improvement of at least 11.11% compared with four powerful
algorithms in terms of average travel time, which proves the
validity of the improved strategies.

In this paper, data collection units are divided based on the
area of the data collection zone. In future research, we will pay
attention to designing an adaptive task allocation method based
on the data amount and location distribution of IoT devices to
further improve the work efficiency of this system.
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